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Prof. Dr Christel Adick has held a chair in Comparative Pedagogy at the
Ruhr-University Bochum since the end of 1993. Her research and teaching
focus areas are on historical comparative educational research (global
expansion of education, internationalisation, world society), current
educational developments in the Third World and global learning/intercultural
pedagogy. Following a degree in Pedagogy in Münster in 1979, she was
awarded a PhD in Hanover and in 1991 she gained a post-doctoral lecturing
qualification in Siegen. Christel Adick has undertaken numerous study and
research trips abroad, especially in developing countries. In addition, she
has published numerous books.
Alfredo Benjamin Candia Torrico has been the chargé d'affaires of the
Embassy of the Plurinational State of Bolivia in Germany since August 2011.
He has also been a member of the Embassy Council at the Bolivian
Embassy since July 2011. He studied economics at the Catholic University
in La Paz and received a degree in Public Management from the
Universidad del Valle, La Paz. Before taking up his position at the embassy,
Alfredo Benjamin Candia Torrico worked in the field of public financial
administration and in human resources in the public sector.
Yoke Ling Chee is Director of Third World Network (TWN), which has its
international secretariat in Malaysia. She is based in the Beijing office of
TWN. She has been very active in policy research and advocacy, focusing
on trade, environment and development issues from the perspective of
developing countries since the 1980s. Her current focus areas are: climate
change, the interface between biodiversity/traditional knowledge and
intellectual property rights, the relationship between multilateral
environmental agreements and trade agreements, environmentally-sound technology
transfer, and developments on these issues at the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change, Convention on Biological Diversity, World Trade Organisation, and the World
Intellectual Property Organisation. TWN is a non-profit international network of organisations
and individuals involved in sustainable development issues, the South and North-South
relations. Yoke Ling Chee is trained in international law, with degrees from the University of
Malaya (Malaysia) and Cambridge University (UK).
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Dr Melinda Crane is journalist and moderator at international events on the
topics of climate, energy and transport. She studied history and political
science at Brown University in Providence and law at Harvard University.
During her time at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy she carried out
field studies in Ghana, Burkina Faso and Burundi and obtained a PhD for
her doctorate on the political economy of development aid. For Deutsche
Welle TV Melinda Crane reports as chief correspondent for the “Journal”
news programme and hosts the political talk shows “Quadriga” and
“Agenda”. She is also a commentator on American politics for the news channel n-tv. Her
experience as a print journalist includes work for the “New York Times Magazine”, “The
Boston Globe Sunday Magazine”, “The Boston Globe”, “Christian Science Monitor” and
several German newspapers. She worked as a correspondent in Ethiopia, in Eastern Europe
after the fall of the Berlin Wall and in the Balkans when war broke out between Serbia and
Croatia.
Conny Czymoch is a journalist, (TV) presenter and media coach. Since its
inception, she has presented various formats on the German news and
current affairs television channel PHOENIX; for the last number of years she
has anchored “Phoenix – Der Tag” (daily news magazine). Since the days of
her first reports for the local newspaper, Conny Czymoch has been a
passionate journalist, in front of the camera, behind the scenes as well as
before live audiences, presenting in German or in English. She has written
and presented on Deutschlandfunk and Deutsche Welle radio stations and
for WDR and SAT1 TV, covering politics, society and culture. On Deutsche Welle TV she
anchored the bilingual German and English political magazine “Standpunkte/Perspectives”
among other things. Since the 1990s Conny Czymoch has also worked as a media coach for
politicians and executives. In 2009 Conny Czymoch became the first European journalist to
host the Clinton Global Initiative event on “Leadership and Solutions to End Human
Trafficking and Forced Labor” in New York. Her clients from the area of development
cooperation include the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ),
the Deutsche Gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ, German Agency for
International Cooperation), the KfW Entwicklungsbank, the European Development Days, the
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung and the German Council for Sustainable Development.
Fanny Demassieux is acting coordinator of the Resource efficiency
subprogramme which is one of the United Nations Environment
Programme’s (UNEP) six priority work areas and is also leading the
Responsible Consumption unit in the Sustainable Consumption and
Production branch of its Division of Technology, Industry and Economics,
based in Paris. Before joining UNEP, she worked for the French
development agency, the bilateral French donor institution, in charge of
partnerships, regional cooperation and European affairs within the French
overseas territories directorate. Fanny Demassieux started her career as
advisor, deputy chef de cabinet for the French State Secretary for overseas
territories.
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Charles Dickinson is Senior Vice-President, Head of Global Quality
Management & Sustainability for Esprit. Esprit is a leading international
fashion and lifestyle brand, listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange since
1993. Esprit has points of sale in over 40 countries. Charles Dickinson is
responsible for the development and implementation of Esprit’s global
sustainability strategy, as well as the execution of the goals, policies,
engagement, communication and reporting for the company. His
responsibilities include product and fabric standards and processes, as well
as leading the Social Compliance teams. He also oversees the Quality Management on a
global scale. He works in collaboration with Esprit’s business units and functions in Europe
and Asia to deliver long term business value across the company. Since arriving at Esprit,
the company has been selected as one of the constituent members of the Hang Seng
Sustainability Index, reflecting Esprit’s high standard of performance in all aspects of
environmental, social and corporate governance, and has joined the Sustainable Apparel
Coalition as a founding member.
Christina Gradl is a founder and director of endeva, an independent
research and consulting institute working towards enterprise solutions for
development. As an expert on inclusive business, she is also a strategic
advisor to the UNDP Growing Inclusive Markets Initiative and a Research
Fellow at the CSR Initiative of the Harvard Kennedy School. Christina Gradl
co-authored numerous publications on inclusive business. With UNDP, she
developed “Creating Value for All – Strategies for Doing Business with the
Poor” and “The MDGs – Everyone’s Business”. She also co-authored
endeva’s “Inclusive Business Guide” and Bertelsmann Stiftung’s “Partners in
Development – How Donors Can Better Engage the Private Sector for
Development in LDCs”. Currently, Christina Gradl completes a PhD in economics. She holds
an MSc in Philosophy of Public Policy from London School of Economics and a Master’s
degree in International Business and Regional Studies from the University of Passau,
Germany. She was the Kofi-Annan-Fellow on Global Governance 2006/07 and an associate
with McKinsey & Company.
Christiane Grefe has been an editor and reporter at the Berlin office of “DIE
ZEIT” since 1999, focusing on Ecology, Development Policy and
Globalisation. She studied Political Science, Communications Science and
American Studies in Munich. After graduating, she worked as a freelance
author for entities such as the “Sueddeutsche Zeitung” and “epd-Kirche und
Rundfunk”. In 1987 she became editor at “DIE ZEIT” (Dossier and “ZEIT
Magazin”). Between 1991 and 1998 she worked for the “Sueddeutsche
Zeitung Magazin”, “GEO-Wissen” and the “Wochenpost”. She has published numerous
books, most recently a joint publication with Harald Schumann in 2008, “Der Globale
Countdown – Gerechtigkeit oder Selbstzerstoerung” (The global Countdown. Justice or SelfDestruction – The Future of Globalisation), which won the “Political Book” prize offered by
the Friedrich Ebert Foundation in 2009.
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Cheryl D. Hicks is the team leader for sustainable lifestyles at the UNEP/
Wuppertal Institute Collaborating Centre on Sustainable Consumption and
Production (CSCP) and project director for the SPREAD Sustainable
Lifestyles 2050 European Social Platform project, which is developing a
vision and roadmap for sustainable lifestyle models of the future. From 2004
to 2010 Cheryl D. Hicks worked with leading multinational corporations as
the focal point for the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD)’s work on sustainable consumption and sustainable finance with
contribution to the WBCSD’s 2008 to 2009 scenarios project, Vision 2050. In
2001-2004 Cheryl D. Hicks was focused on the health agenda, and a process for dialogue
related to corporate responsibility and impacts on health. From 1995 to 2001 she held
positions in the areas of sales, marketing, and human resources in various companies and
foundations. Cheryl D. Hicks is Canadian, and a graduate of the University of Western
Ontario, with studies in International Relations and Evironmental Science. She is currently
based in Geneva, Switzerland, where she is the co-founder of two professional networks
promoting sustainability, CSR Geneva and Sustainable Finance Geneva.
Prof. Dr Hartmut Ihne has been President of Bonn-Rhine-Sieg University
since November 2008. The main focus of his research and scientific
consulting activities lies in the fields of global governance, international
cooperative development work, economic cooperation with developing
countries, religion and globalization, IT and communication technology in the
context of developing countries and ethical questions. Hartmut Ihne studied
amongst other subjects Philosophy, Political Science, German Studies and
Electrical Engineering at the universities of Bonn, Bern, Neuchâtel, Oxford
and Siegen. After engagements as Head of Office and Expert for International Relations for
the Chairman of the Committee for Economic Cooperation of the German Bundestag (19871994) and as Project Manager at the University of Bern (1994-1996), he was appointed
Managing Director of the Centres for Development Research (ZEF) and European
Integration Research (ZEI) at the University of Bonn from 1996 until 2005, as well as Director
of ZEFConsult until 2008.
Selina Juul is a founder of Stop Wasting Food movement Denmark – an
NGO consumer movement supported by thousands of Danish consumers,
Members of Danish Parliament, EU politicians and top chefs. Stop Wasting
Food puts focus on food waste in more than 426 articles in press, radio and
TV and inspired retail chain REMA 1000 to drop quantity discounts in more
than 200 Danish stores and thereby contribute to less food waste. Selina
Juul has published a Leftovers Cookbook “Stop spild af mad – en kogebog
med mere” with Danish top chefs and 22 Danish top politicians and is a codeveloper of international Joint Declaration Against Food Waste. Stop Wasting Food is
mentioned in FAO's (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) report “Global
Food Losses and Food Waste” and is signatory to FAO's SAVE FOOD Declaration. Selina
Juul participates in the Danish Minister for the Environment's Initiative Group Against Food
Waste and is a signatory to the Charter Against Food Waste.
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Dr Iyenemi Ibimina Kakulu joined the African Roundtable on Sustainable
consumption and production in 2011 with special interest in sustainable
construction and sustainable oil production in the Niger Delta region of
Nigeria. She is a Chartered Estate Surveyor and Valuer and a Land
Management Expert. She has a Bachelor’s Degree in Estate Management
from the Rivers State University of Science and Technology (RSUST) in
Nigeria, a Master’s degree in Urban Land Appraisal and a PhD in Real
Estate and Planning both from the University of Reading, England. Iyenemi Ibimina Kakulu
served in four different tenures as Head of the Department of Estate Management at RSUST
where she has been responsible for coordinating several collaboration projects between
RSUST and various United Nations Agencies since 2008. She is currently involved in
postdoctoral research on the Valuation of Contaminated Agricultural Land as a result of oil
spill pollution at the Henley Business School, University of Reading, in England.
Dr Manfred Konukiewitz is Deputy Director General, Global and Sectoral
Policies and Commissioner for Climate Policy of the German Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development. He heads the
directorate for global and sectoral policies in development cooperation. As
Commissioner for Climate Policy, he advises on climate related issues in
development policy, in particular international climate finance. He is the
German member in the UNFCCC Transitional Committee for the Green
Climate Fund, installed at CoP 16 in Cancun. Before joining the Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, Manfred Konukiewitz was seconded to
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Nairobi, appointed as Senior Advisor
to Under-Secretary-General Klaus Toepfer. Manfred Konukiewitz is a graduate of the Free
University of Berlin and Indiana University, USA, and received his Ph.D. in Political Science.

Brice Lalonde is Executive Coordinator for Rio+20 and was appointed by
the Secretary-General of the United Nations in January 2011. He is a former
French ambassador for climate change negotiations of France. Prior to this,
Brice Lalonde served as French Minister for the Environment, Chairman of
the Round Table for Sustainable Development at the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and Senior Adviser for
the Environment to the French Government. In addition, he held the position
of Director of the Paris office of the Institute for a European Environment
Policy. Brice Lalonde graduated from the Sorbonne University with a degree
in classics and law.
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Heike Leitschuh is a (book) author, moderator and advisor on sustainable
development in Frankfurt am Main. She publishes articles on varied subjects
in professional journals and popular magazines and moderates events with
various formats. In her advisory capacity she is concerned first and foremost
with questions relating to the development of strategies for sustainability and
CSR, and communication. In 2004 she deputised as Head of the Corporate
Sustainability Management Forum at the International Institute for Management
Development (IMD) in Lausanne. Since 2001 Heike Leitschuh has co-edited the “Jahrbuch
Ökologie” (Ecology Yearbook). From 1989 to 1995 she was employed as an editor by the
Frankfurt publisher “Verlag der Ökologischen Briefe” where she was Head of the Economics
department. Since then she has been self-employed.
Hans W. Meier-Ewert has been the Executive Vice-President of the
German-African Business Association in Hamburg since 1997. During this
time, the association, which counts some 700 German and African
companies as members, has seen considerable growth in its membership
and revenues. Since 1997, he has organised numerous international
conferences for the promotion of trade and investment throughout Africa.
Hans W. Meier-Ewert is an expert on associations and the promotion of
investment, and he has managed and established numerous institutions for
the promotion of economic development over the course of his career. In addition to his
extensive experience in organising and leading such bodies, he has spent many years as a
project manager for DEG (the German Investment and Development Company) in Eastern
Africa and as a regional manager in Southern Africa, not to mention his own entrepreneurial
experience in Tanzania (in Eastern Africa) as a founding manager of a joint venture in
Arusha.
Prof. Dr Dirk Messner is political scientist and economist and has been
director of the German Development Institute/Deutsches Institut für
Entwicklungspolitik (DIE) in Bonn since 2003. Furthermore, he is Professor
for Political Science at the University of Duisburg-Essen, Vice-Chair of the
German Advisory Council on Global Change to the German Federal
Government and member of the China Council for International Cooperation
on Environment and Development (CCICED). His areas of expertise include
globalisation and global governance, global environmental or climate change and impacts on
international development, systemic competitiveness as well as China and India as drivers of
global change.
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Prof. Mohan Munasinghe is Chairman of the Munasinghe Institute of
Development (MIND) and Professor of Sustainable Development at the
Sustainable Consumption Institute of the University of Manchester, UK. He
is Distinguished Guest Professor at the Peking University, China, Visiting
Full Professor at the Vale Sustainable Development Institute of the Federal
University of Para, Brazil, and honorary Senior Advisor to the Government of
Sri Lanka. He shared the 2007 Nobel Prize for Peace, as Vice-Chairman of
the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC-AR4). Mohan
Munasinghe has post-graduate degrees in engineering, physics and development economics
from Cambridge University (UK), MIT (USA), and McGill University and Concordia University
(Canada), as well as several honorary doctorates. Highlights from 40 years of distinguished
public service include working as Senior Energy Advisor to the President of Sri Lanka,
Advisor to the United States Presidents Council on Environmental Quality, and Senior
Advisor/Manager of the World Bank. He has won many international prizes for research, and
taught at leading universities worldwide. He has authored 93 books and over 350 technical
papers. He is Fellow of several international Academies of Science and serves on the
editorial boards of over a dozen professional journals.
Bernd Nilles has been Secretary General of CIDSE since January 2008.
His work in international development began as a volunteer in the Catholic
Youth movement and Human Rights Activist followed by some work-periods
in Colombia and research assistant positions at the University of Duisburg
and the INEF-Institute for Development and Peace. After having completed
his Diplom/Master in Social and Political Science, Bernd Nilles joined the
German Bishops Organisation for Development MISEREOR as Campaigner
and then as Development Policy Officer. In 2005 he joined the German
Federal State of North Rhine-Westphalia with responsibilities in the field of
development and sustainability. In this position he contributed significantly to design and
realisation of the first Bonn Conference on International Development Policy. Since 2008
Bernd Nilles has worked as Secretary General of CIDSE with headquarters in Brussels. He is
head of the international secretariat and coordinates the efforts of the alliance of Catholic
development agencies. CIDSE has 16 member organisations in Europe and North America
working in partnership with local organisations in more than 100 countries in the global South
as well as in the field of development education and advocacy. The CIDSE family is one of
the largest non-governmental development alliances.
Juergen Nimptsch was elected Mayor of Bonn in August 2009. A specialist
in German studies, graduate in sports science and active unionist, he has
almost thirty years of teaching experience. In his last position, he was Head
of the Integrated Comprehensive School in Bonn-Beuel, a model school for
ecological consciousness, international exchange and social interaction. In
2009, the school was awarded the German School Prize as best secondary
school. As Mayor of the German United Nations City, Juergen Nimptsch
intends to enhance Bonn’s profile as an international location. In keeping
with the “Spirit of Bonn”, he would like to foster a culture of interaction and
cooperation, of exchange and active participation.
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Stephan Opitz is director of the regional department within KfW
Entwicklungsbank, responsible for the overall policy, the operative business
in Latin America and the carbon fund. Before moving to his current position,
Stephan Opitz was head of the South Asia, Afghanistan and Pakistan
department from 2007 until 2011. From 1993 until 2007 he held various
positions within KfW Bankengruppe: as project manager for the Eastern
Europe transformation programme, for export- and project finance in KfWIPEX Bank and as deputy head of department for European promotional
topics. In 1992 Stephan Opitz started his career as project assistant for GTZ
in India. He studied industrial engineering and management in Berlin and economics in Paris,
as well as completing postgraduate studies at the German Development Institute /
Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik (DIE), where he subsequently worked as a
research assistant.
Nicola Oppermann has worked in the coffee industry for more than 15
years. Since 2002 she has been Manager of Corporate & Government
Affairs at Kraft Foods where she is responsible for political communication.
Thanks to many years of experience at the interface between industry,
media and politics she has played a decisive role in establishing this area.
Her work focuses on the areas of health & wellness and sustainability, and in
this connection she works closely with the environmental organisation
Rainforest Alliance and other non-governmental organisations. As a member
of the Diversity Council, Nicola Oppermann is also active in the “Kraft Flex” initiative, which is
committed to furthering the compatibility of work and family at Kraft Foods. Prior to this she
was responsible for external and internal communication as a company spokesperson.
Nicola Oppermann studied Journalism, Political Science and Linguistics at the Free
University Berlin.
Ulrich Post has been Vice-Chairman of the Association of German
Development Non-Governmental Organisations (VENRO) and head of the
Policy and External Relations Department of “Deutsche Welthungerhilfe”
since 2009. He studied Political Science and Economics in Berlin and
Hamburg. He then worked as a research assistant at the Institute of African
Affairs in Hamburg, and was an editor in the Foreign Policy section of
“Stern” and also of “der ueberblick”, a journal for international relations and
development policy published by the Protestant Church. From 1988 to 1992
Ulrich Post was Head of the Communication Department of the Christian
Council of Lesotho, through the agency of the service network “Dienste in Uebersee”.
Following this stint, he became managing director of Germanwatch in Bonn. In 1996 he
became press spokesman for “Deutsche Welthungerhilfe”, and Vice-Chairman of VENRO in
2005. Since 2006 he has been a member of the board of management of Alliance2015, a
strategic partnership of seven secular European aid organisations.
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Peder Michael Pruzan-Jorgensen is Managing Director of BSR in Europe,
Middle East and Africa. With its global network of almost 300 member
companies, BSR works to develop sustainable business strategies and
solutions through consulting, research, and cross-sector collaboration. He
drives the strategic direction of BSR's initiatives throughout Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa. In addition, Peder Michael Pruzan-Jorgensen sits
on the Danish Government's Council on Corporate Responsibility and is a
frequent speaker at international conferences. Prior to joining BSR, he was a
key player in growing PricewaterhouseCoopers' (PwC) Sustainable
Business Solutions practice in Copenhagen. Peder Michael Pruzan-Jorgensen also spent
five years in the Foreign Service as a diplomat and served on the United Nation's
Commission on the Status of Women. He holds both a M.Sc. in International Business
Administration and International Cultural Communication and a B.Sc. in Business
Administration from Copenhagen Business School.
Klaus Rudischhauser is in charge of the European Commission’s new
Directorate B “Quality and Impact of Aid“ at DG Development and Cooperation – EuropeAid since 2011. His responsibilities include Quality of aid,
Evaluation, Inter-institutional relations as well as Information and
Communication. He joined the European Commission in 1989 and took up
duty in the Directorate-General Environment. Subsequently he worked on
assistance to the Newly Independent States and then was Head of Unit at
the Directorate-General Personnel and Administration and the DirectorateGeneral Energy and Transport where he was in charge of the Transeuropean Transport
Networks. From 2007 to 2011, Klaus Rudischhauser was Director at the Directorate-General
Development and Relations with ACP Countries. His areas of responsibility covered amongst
others: Programming of the European Development Fund (EDF), Panafrican issues, Peace
and Security in Africa, Migration, Governance, Budget support and debt relief.
Kartikeya V. Sarabhai is the Founder Director of Centre for Environment
Education, India. He is a member of the UNESCO Reference Group for
United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (UN
DESD). He has long been associated with IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature), was the chair of South and South East Asia IUCN
Commission on Education and Communication and is currently the ViceChair of the Indian National Commission of IUCN. He is a member of the
Earth Charter International Council. In addition, Kartikeya V. Sarabhai was a
member of the Indian delegation to United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED) at Rio in 1992 and World Summit on Sustainable Development
(WSSD) at Johannesburg in 2002 and was the co-author of India's report for UNCED. He
has been closely associated with communication initiatives of United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), especially those connected with Ozone. He received the Tree of
Learning Award from The World Conservation Union in 1998 in appreciation of his
contributions to the field of environmental education and communication. In 2005 the Indian
Institute of Human Rights presented Kartikeya V. Sarabhai with the World Human Rights
Promotion Award.
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Udo Schlüter is a co-founder and the current Managing Director of “Eine
Welt Netz NRW” (One World Network North Rhine-Westphalia). He is on the
Board of Management of the “Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Eine Welt
Landesnetzwerke in Deutschland” (Partnership of One World State
Networks in Germany), and is the Vice-Chairperson of the “Stiftung Umwelt
und Entwicklung Nordrhein-Westfalen” (Foundation for the Environment and
Development North Rhine-Westphalia). Following his training in municipal
administration, he studied economics before going on to work for various non-governmental
organisations, where he was involved in education and public relations for development
policy and the implementation of joint projects with partners in Latin America.
Dr Achim Schmitz-Forte works as a journalist, presenter and reporter for
WDR 5 radio and other media and customers. Politics and the economy in
Latin America and Asia, foreign and development policies, humanitarian aid
and human rights are just some of the topics that he has specialised in since
the mid-nineteen eighties. He has been on numerous research trips to Latin
America and Asia where he collected material for his many reports and
features, mostly for ARD public service radio. On WDR 5 he presents the
programmes “Neugier genuegt” and “Tagesgespraech” (mo-fr, 9:20 am to
12:00 am).
Dr Imme Scholz has been Deputy Director of the German Development
Institute / Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik (DIE) since 2009. As
qualified sociologist, she joined DIE in 1992, where she was head of the
Environmental Department between 2002 and 2010. From 1999 to 2002 she
worked as a governmental adviser in the Brazilian Amazon region, where
she was involved in a pilot programme to protect Brazilian rainforests, a key
project in the field of climate protection. Her areas of work include the core
topics of environment and development, the interaction between climate
policy and development policy, global environmental governance and forest
policy. Between 1985 and 1990 she studied sociology, political sciences and
evangelical theology at the Free University Berlin.
Dr Angelica Schwall-Düren has been Minister for Federal Affairs, Europe
and Media of the state of North Rhine-Westphalia as well as official state
representative to the Federal Government since 2010. From 1994 to 2010
she was a member of the German Bundestag, from 1998 as Parliamentary
Secretary and from 2002 as Deputy Chairwoman for Affairs of the European
Union for the SPD parliamentary group in the Bundestag. Before being
elected to the Bundestag Angelica Schwall-Düren worked as a teacher at
secondary schools in Ahaus and Gronau and parallel to this she trained as a
family therapist and supervisor. Angelica Schwall-Düren studied History,
Political Science and French in Montpellier, Münster and Freiburg, where
she received her doctor’s degree in Economics and Social History.
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Dr Klaus Seitz is Head of the Policy and Campaign Department of “Brot für
die Welt” (Bread for the World) in Stuttgart and is a qualified educational
scientist. From 1987 to 1990 he was Head of Studies at the Centre for
Development Education in Stuttgart and head of the Department for Rural
Development Education of the Protestant Church in Germany (EKD).
Between 1990 and 1992 he was an academic assistant at the German
Research Foundation (DFG) project “From third-world pedagogy to
development education” in Hamburg. Subsequently, until 1998, he assumed
the management of the EKD’s Committee for Development Education and Publications
(ABP). He was editor of the magazine “epd-Entwicklungspolitik” from 2000 to 2007, and
since 2007 has worked for “Brot für die Welt”, initially as a policy adviser until 2009.
Dr Vandana Shiva is a philosopher and environmental activist. In 1987 she
founded the research initiative Navdanya, a grassroots movement to save
seeds and biodiversity and to promote organic farming. She is one of the
leaders and board members of the International Forum on Globalization.
Vandana Shiva studied physics and was awarded a PhD in Foundations of
quantum theory at the University of Western Ontario in Canada. At the
Indian Institute of Science and the Indian Institute of Management in Bangalore, India, she
did research in science, technology and environmental policy. In 1982 she started a public
interest research body, the Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology. The
foundation's studies have validated the ecological value of traditional farming and have been
instrumental in fighting destructive development projects in India. Vandana Shiva wrote
several books and participated in different documentary movies. She was awarded with
many prizes and “Asia Week” has called her one of the five most powerful communicators of
Asia. She serves on the boards of many organisations, including the World Future Council
and Slow Food International. Furthermore, Vandana Shiva is a major representative of the
ecofeminist movement.
Prof. Dr Dr hc Joachim von Braun is Director of the Center for
Development Research (ZEF) and Professor for Economic and
Technological Change at University of Bonn, Germany. His research
addresses international development economics topics, economics of
natural resources, poverty, science and technology, food policy and trade.
Joachim von Braun was Director General of the International Food Policy
Research Institute (IFPRI) based in Washington, DC, USA, from 2002 to
2009. Between 2000 and 2003 he was President of the International
Association of Agricultural Economists (IAAE). He serves on various international, UN, and
European advisory councils, and is member of the International Policy Council (IPC).
Joachim von Braun is member of the German National Academy of Science and
Engineering, the Academy of Science of North-Rhine Westphalia, Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Sciences. He received a honorary Doctoral degree from
University of Hohenheim, the Bertebos Prize of the Swedish Academy of Agricultural
Sciences 2009 and the Justus von Liebig Prize of the Fiat Panis foundation 2011 for his
research on world food security.
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